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The Shimmer Collection is about
relaxed luxury inspired by nature.

These rich fabrics help create a
sophisticated yet comfortable
look in your home. When paired with a
more colorful palette, Shimmer offers
a gorgeous reflective look that
enhances other fabrics.

“SHIMMER..
IT’S IN OUR

NATURE.”

WATCH THE SHIMMER VIDEO HERE!

http://www.robertkaufman.com/release/january2014/shimmer/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/designers/jennifer_sampou/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/shimmer/


(L) Jennifer is wearing the Amelia Dress
Pattern by Green Bee Patterns.

(R) Tristan in wearing the Washi Dress
Pattern by Made by Rae. 



Cargo Duffle by Noodlehead

Jennifer’s 
Tip

Pearlized snaps

bring out the

glimmer in

Shimmer! 

http://www.robertkaufman.com/quilting/quilts_patterns/cargo_duffle_2/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/shimmer/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/quilting/quilts_patterns/cargo_duffle_2/


Daybreak Quilt by Jaybird Quilts

Quilt Size 54" x 83"

*Fat quarter-friendly, this quilt uses
each fabric in the Shimmer collection.

http://www.robertkaufman.com/quilting/quilts_patterns/day_break_744/


A. Dawn and Dusk Large Pillows by Jennifer Sampou
30" x 30"  As Featured on Jennifer’s Blog!
It's like a two for one with both pillows coming from one precut
roll-up of Shimmer!  Jennifer backed each pillow with faux fur
and left seams and selvages exposed for added texture.

B. FLY pillow by Jennifer Sampou
12" x 24" As Featured on Jennifer’s Blog!
Jennifer used raw edge appliqué and silk fringe to create this stylish pillow.
 
C. Gemstone Pillow by Jennifer Sampou
24" x 24" As Featured on Jennifer’s Blog!
Jennifer uses fabrics from her own stash combined with
Shimmer to create this stunning  spider web block, bordered with Essex
Linen in Olive and silk velvet trim for one fabulous statement piece!
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Messenger Bag by Christina Cameli
Author of First Steps to Free-Motion Quilting

-Stash Books

Jennifer’s 
Tip

Jennifer loves mixing 
her cottons with other 
fabrics and this time 

she added a 
pieced leather 

strap. 



Kaleidoscope Quilt by Cluck Cluck Sew

Quilt Size 61” x 71”

Jennifer’s
Tip

Use precuts to make it 
easier! Jennifer

combined a fat quarter 
bundle of Shimmer with 

Essex Linen
in Steel.  

http://www.robertkaufman.com/pre-cut/shimmer_by_jennifer_sampou_complete_collection_1/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/pre-cut/shimmer_by_jennifer_sampou_complete_collection_2/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/essex/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/shimmer/


Sunburst Coasters by Jennifer Sampou
As Featured on Jennifer’s Blog!

http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/designers/jennifer_sampou/


Pixie Hat and Boots by Sue Kim

from her book Baby Boutique

-Stash Books

Jennifer’s 
Tip

Lined with leopard fur, 
they are precious and 

functional. The silk 
tassle finishes it off 

perfectly. 



Temperature Rising Quilt by Jennifer Sampou

for Modern Patchwork Magazine

Winter 2014. p.50/100

 Quilt Size 46"x56"
Add a pop of color, like Jennifer did in the "spine", using

Kona® Cotton Solids or fabrics from your own stash!

http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/designers/jennifer_sampou/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/kona_cotton/


Sitting Pretty Pillow by Jennifer Sampou
As Featured on Jennifer’s Blog!

Jennifer mixed Radiance from Robert Kaufman Fabrics with Shimmer

to create a simple, yet super lux pillow with a powerful punch.

Get crafty and make your own tassels with silk ribbons!

http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/designers/jennifer_sampou/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/
http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/shimmer/


Ten Square Quilt by Jennifer Sampou
Quilt Size 66” x 66” 

As Featured on Jennifer’s Blog! 

Simple to make with precut Ten Squares and
additional 10 blocks of Radiance fabrics that
enhance Shimmer. Adding a pop of color with the
silk binding and backing makes it memorable!

http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/designers/jennifer_sampou/


Beaded Slippers by Lena's Shoe Patterns

Jennifer’s
Tip

Fussy cut to center the design 

and highlight brocade design

by following the lines

with simple seed

beading. Faux Leopard fur 

makes the lining

extra comfy! 



THE COMPLETE COLLECTION

AJSP-14250-200
VINTAGE 

AJSP-14250-304
SHADOW

AJSP-14250-90
PEARL

AJSP-14250-155
STONE

AJSP-14250-169
EARTH

AJSP-14250-15
IVORY

AJSP-14249-169
EARTH 

AJSP-14249-185
STEEL 

AJSP-14249-155
STONE 

AJSP-14249-15
IVORY 

AJSP-14249-200
VINTAGE

AJSP-14249-183
PEWTER 

AJSP-14249-304
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STEEL 
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AJSP-14252-155
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AJSP-14252-304
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AJSP-14253-200
VINTAGE 

AJSP-14253-90
PEARL 

AJSP-14253-185
STEEL 
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A passion for pattern and color.

Discovering patterns of beauty in the world excites me. Wanderlust keeps me traveling to

exotic lands, hunting for new ideas and collecting treasures. I go far and wide to find

inspiration yet also see so much in my own backyard of San Francisco. Creating fabrics

from places I've experienced fills me with joy and I am so grateful to be able to

share them with you.

My mantra? Inhale inspiration. Exhale design.

Good, thoughtful design is important.

If we surround ourselves with things we cherish, find beautiful and practical as well as make

connections to our past, we create an artful home. When we understand how our possessions

make us feel and why they're important, we live mindfully. Only then do we wake up in our

home feeling energized and ready for the world. And then when we retreat again,

curl up with a loved one in a beautiful, handmade quilt, our hearts and souls are replenished.

I have designed over 3000 prints and sold millions of yards since 1989.

Originally from Boston, I grew up in a large family full of creative energy. Encouraged by both

my parents to pursue design, I went to The Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City and

studied design and majored in textiles at University of Vermont. Laura Ashley in Wales, UK was

where I got my feet wet in the fabric world and in 1989 I moved to California and became

creative director for P&B Textiles. In 1996 I opened my own Studio Sampou and we have been

creating best selling fabrics since for Robert Kaufman. My sister and I co-authored

In the Nursery (C&T Publishing). I continue to be published in numerous quilt magazines,

books and appear on quilt shows and in podcasts.

Home is wherever we are as a family...

After living in colorful San Miguel de Allende, Mexico for a few years, we have returned to

San Francisco area where my loving husband, our three vivacious boys, a bunch of animals live

in a rustic modern home filled with good design which nurtures our humanness.

Check out what I am up to by either visiting jennifersampou.com or my blog. While there,

subscribe to my mailling list to keep up on the latest design news and great fabric giveaways!

You can also find me on Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest. Also, let me know what

you are doing! Life is full of fun and our creative journeys are too good to not share!

When you create, you SHIMMER! 

Go Do It! 

About Jennifer...

/jennifersampou

www.jennifersampou.com

http://www.robertkaufman.com/fabrics/designers/jennifer_sampou/



